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Academic Highlights
EURIE 2020 – EURASIAN HIGHER EDUCATION SUMMIT, ISTANBUL, TURKEY
Istanbul hosted the 5th Eurasian
Higher Education Summit, an
international key event for higher
education institutions that intend
to
develop
their
international
cooperation
with
high
quality
organizations from the Eurasian
region and beyond. Organized by
EURAS - Eurasian Universities Union,
the conference featured an expo
for networking, partnership and
business development, addressing
topics like global learning initiatives,
leadership in internationalization,
and regional dynamics in Higher
Education.
Guglielmo
Marconi
University discussed a panel focusing
on digitalization and innovation. The
Head of R&D Area, Arturo Lavalle,
chaired the panel that included the
presentations of Christian-Andreas
Schumann, from the West Saxon
University of Zwickau, and Giovanni
Cristiano Piani from the University of
Trieste. The first speech, titled Facing
Industry 4.0 Competences Demand: Education at the Core of Innovation and Future Work highlighted the work made on the
development of smart approaches to engineering education with case studies from Germany and other countries; the second
titled Shortening Distance
Between
Invention
and
Innovation: Can (Student)
Entrepreneurship be Taught?
aimed
at
emphasizing
the
difference
between
invention and innovation
and the relationship between
industry and academia for
the creation of effective
entrepreneurial ecosystems.
EURIE 2020 was a great
occasion for GMU to get
in touch with a network
of institutions operating
in countries targeted by a
series of projects promoted
by the university and to
expand its activity in defining
contents
and
methods
to transfer the new skills
required in the Industry 4.0
era.
For more info about the conference, go to https://www.eurieeducationsummit.com/
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Spotlight on Research
FROM THE HISTORY OF DISABILITY AND THE ARTISTIC PRACTICES OF INCLUSION TO LEONARDO
DA VINCI SECRET TECHNIQUES
On November 13th and 20th 2019, HALF A CLASSROOM
held two important meetings focusing on social and
artistic profiles. The first gathering focused on disability
and inclusion through artistic practices and saw the
participation of relators and artists revolving around
the Tenth Circle, by Professor Massimo Fioranelli, who
inspired the whole performative part. The meeting also
focused on the theatrical performance with electrical
sounds and voices by Giovanni Catrini and the short
film by Marco the horse free our imagination, created
by Luca Eusebio that casted the kids of the Torricelli
di Terni Community and “The Urban Generation” of
Andrea Gradini. The tenth circle represents that piece
of hell that lives on earth; mens sana in corpore sano;
it’s the gravestone beneath which all those men, women
and kids that where considered unworthy by a world
that expects absolute perfection from the weakest
lie; a perfection this world is unable to live up to. It is a
long journey towards the deepest pain and absolute
loneliness, it is the story of a human condition that had
and still has multiple declinations: Blame, Horror, Sin,
Diversity, Crime, and Uselessness. The history of disability maps the most irrational and atavistic fears of men; the horrors of
diversity, of all that does not conform to the current idea of normality. Allowing this regression of acquired rights would be an
historical defeat, also for those who pride themselves of being “healthy”.
Professor Andrea Gentile and Dr. Giuliano Ginasante addressed December’s meeting that focused on the great Leonardo da
Vinci and on his 500-year-old discovery and secret technique. In
addition to the universally recognized creative and artistic genius,
Leonardo da Vinci’s works hide encrypted details and complex
subplots, a real mysterious “Code” that stays in the shadow. The
best way to honor Leonardo da Vinci’s memory is to unravel the
enigmas that surround his figure, especially with regard to those
mysteries considered too often indecipherable and impossible to
solve. In Leonardo, the visible work remains only a beautiful picture
or a beautiful drawing. Whereas the invisible part, the soul, which
represents its true backbone and its true secret technique, appears
to be composed by multiple films, full of frames that make up
Leonardo’s real cinematic world, as if he had wanted to transmit
us, in the most congenial way, the movie of the most important
events of his life. Within this realm, Giansante referred to detailed
image explanations, in order to bring listeners to understand fully
the meaning, structure, dislocation, magic, charm, importance and
purpose of use of the secret technique used by Leonardo da Vinci.
Authors:

Viviana Rubichi v.rubichi@unimarconi.it
Sara Fortuna s.fortuna@unimarconi.it
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LAUNCH OF TRUST PROJECT IN LONDON: A NEW MASTER IN FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGY
The European Commission – in conjunction with the ERASMUS+
programme and with the Capacity Building in the Field of Higher
Education 2019 – launched a great initiative lead by Guglielmo
Marconi University, the TRUST European project (2020-2022):
Financial Technology and digital innovation to modeRnise and
develop cUrricula of VietnameSe and Philippines UniversiTies.
TRUST triggered the interest of multiple European universities
and organizations, including Serbia, UK, and Vietnam and
Philippines as targeted Asian countries. TRUST involves as
Higher Education representatives the University if Belgrade (RS)
and Glasgow Caledonia University (UK), three universities from
the Philippines (University of Cebu, Saint Louis University, Mapua
University) and three universities from VietNam (University
of Economics and Business of Vietnam National University,
Hue College of Economics, Ho Chi Minh City Open University).
TRUST partnership also includes representatives of the
Financial Services Sector such as Deus Technology (IT) and the
Fintech Philippines Association (PH). TRUST aims to improve
the quality of the Higher Education in FINancial TECHnology and
digital innovation to answer to the emergent workforce need
of the Financial Services Industry. The rapid development of
FinTech industry in recent years requires a new generation of
workers with specific knowledge and specializations in which
the traditional training programs could not provide. TRUST aims
to prepare students, future workers of the Financial Services
Sector with the use of technology by designing a new master
on FINancial TECHnology and digital innovation (FINTHECH) and by modernizing other masters of Business and Economics in
Vietnamese and Philippines Universities. All TRUST partners are coming together in London (March 12nd and 13rd, 2020) for
the Project Kick-Off Meeting, hosted by the GCU-Glasgow Caledonia University London.
For more information, send an email to s.correnti@unimarconi.it

REACH PROJECT LAUNCHED IN LJUBLJANA
On the 23rd and 24th of January 2020
Università degli Studi Guglielmo Marconi
attended REACH project kick-off meeting,
hosted by the University of Ljubljana,
Slovenia. REACH project (Reinforcing
access to cross border employment at
Palestinian higher education institutions)
is a EU Commission funded project in
the framework of the Erasmus Plus
Programme, KA2 Capacity Building in the
field of Higher Education. REACH aims
at enhancing the capacity of Palestinian
Universities by promoting cross-border
employability of their graduates through
a constructive cooperation among
Palestinian and European partners that
together will develop trainings for both
academics and students. The meeting
aimed at gathering all project partners
and discuss the broader agenda of the
project.
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Representatives of project partners from both European and
Palestine attended the Kick-off meeting: Islamic University of Gaza
(PS) – Coordinator, Birzeit University (PS), Palestine Polytechnic
University (PS), Al-Quds Open University (PS), An-Najah National
University (PS), The University of Alicante (ES), University of Ljubljana
(SL), Middlesex University (UK).
For more information on the project, please contact Sara Cella
s.cella@unimarconi.it

Glance at the Future
HORIZON 2020 FRAMEWORK PROGRAMME (H2020)
The uptake of R&I results created under the Framework
Programme is important for the programme’s success and is
instrumental in contributing towards transformative impacts
on the economy, society and policymaking. To illustrate the
wider socio-economic benefits of the EU investment in R&I
and to encourage project beneficiaries to best manage and
utilise their research results, the Commission awards on an
annual basis a recognition prize for rewarding beneficiaries
that have successfully demonstrated effective exploitation
and uptake of their projects’ R&I results. In particular, five
winners will be selected by the evaluation jury for their
achievements. The prizes are monetary and each of the five
winners will receive EUR 10.000. The prizes will be awarded
during the Award Ceremony with a selected audience of highlevel representatives and promoters of innovation in industry
and public sector. The specific rules of the contest will be
published in 2020 by the European Commission, which will
directly launch and manage the contest and award the prizes
based on the judgement of independent experts
Expected Impact:
With this award, the Commission aims to champion the uptake and use of EU funded project results, thus boosting their
potential to achieve economic societal, and/or policy impacts. It is expected that the award, through showcasing best practices,
will create role models and inspire R&I beneficiaries to use their research results to create value for the society at large.
RPr Recognition Prize
Deadline Model: single-stage
Opening: 13 February 2020
Deadline: 02 April 2020 17:00:00 Brussels time
For more information, please visit the link
https://first.aster.it/_aster_/viewNews/46656/al-via-la-nuova-edizione-dell-horizon-impact-award

GMU Magazine has been released with the contribution of all
academic staff and partners around the world, if you wish to
contribute higlighting any important news in accordance with the
line of the release, please do not haesitate to contact us sending an
email to i.reggiani@unimarconi.it

